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Abstract
This special issue of Television and New Media critically examines the ethos of Silicon 
Valley, imagined broadly, by analyzing its products, discourses, and practices. We 
argue that, as a technology industry and a cultural force, Silicon Valley’s practices 
and discourses reflect and produce particular social and economic investments in 
technology as a tool of empowerment and social change. Overall, the issue argues that 
the ethos of Silicon Valley privileges disruption over sustainability, sharing economies 
over union labor, personalized access over public health, data over meaning, and 
security over freedom. We analyze the ways this ethos extends beyond Silicon Valley 
itself and shapes the way we think about and act toward labor, security, sexuality, and 
health. As such, Silicon Valley’s technology products—as well as the way we think 
about them—affect the social, political, and economic conditions of everyday life.
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Introduction

In 2015, Mark Zuckerberg—CEO of Facebook—and his spouse Priscilla Chan 
penned an open letter to their newborn daughter announcing the Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative, LLC. In the letter, they identified numerous challenges facing the 
world—health care, education, poverty—and expressed their deeply held belief 
that technological innovation is central to promoting equality and creating social 
change, or, in their words, “We must build technology to make change . . . [since] 
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most progress comes from productivity gains through innovation.” Zuckerberg and 
Chan (2015) laud the Internet in particular for providing access to vital social ser-
vices and solutions to social issues:

Many of the greatest opportunities for your generation will come from giving everyone 
access to the internet.

People often think of the internet as just for entertainment or communication. But for the 
majority of people in the world, the internet can be a lifeline.

It provides education if you don’t live near a good school. It provides health information 
on how to avoid diseases or raise healthy children if you don’t live near a doctor. It 
provides financial services if you don’t live near a bank. It provides access to jobs and 
opportunities if you don’t live in a good economy.

Access to the Internet no doubt helps some people access education, health care, and 
business opportunities. However, these claims about the Internet are rooted in Silicon 
Valley’s troubling dream that technological innovation, combined with deregulation 
and capitalism, are both essential and sufficient to ensure the public good. This dream, 
which is often wholeheartedly and sincerely believed in Silicon Valley, emerges in part 
out of the area’s history of libertarianism and techno-utopianism. The key idea is that 
technological innovations are the best way to provide efficient solutions to structural 
problems of inequality and access. For example, Uber offers a cheap and convenient 
alternative to public buses, trains, and taxis. The company flouts existing transporta-
tion regulations by arguing that such policies, including those that organized labor has 
fought for to help protect safe working conditions, guaranteed pay, and health benefits 
are a hindrance to efficiency and innovation.

The promise that capitalism raises all boats and benefits everyone has long pro-
vided a powerful justification for an economic system that depends on the exploitation 
of wage labor and results in increasing economic disparities. Silicon Valley’s specific 
promise is that technological progress driven by capitalism not only provides personal 
convenience and raises the standard of living but also spurs social change. Such cele-
bratory claims about social change are not limited to hashtag activists and philanthro-
pists running campaigns on social media; indeed, this ideology is commonplace in 
Silicon Valley as a social, political, and economic enterprise. On HBO’s television 
show Silicon Valley, a montage depicts one entrepreneur after another taking the stage 
at TechCrunch Disrupt and trying to attract investors by promising that their new com-
pany will “make the world a better place.” One of the show’s creators, Mike Judge, 
explains that in Silicon Valley, “It’s capitalism shrouded in the fake hippie rhetoric of 
‘We’re making the world a better place,’ because it’s uncool to just say ‘Hey, we’re 
crushing it and making money’” (Marantz 2016). Ted Striphas (2015, 395) makes a 
similar point in an essay on algorithmic culture, which, he argues, results in “the grad-
ual abandonment of culture’s publicness and the emergence of a strange new breed of 
elite culture purporting to be its opposite.”
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Because Silicon Valley is both a technology industry and a cultural force, there is a 
need for a systematic critique of the discourses and practices that emerge out of and 
about the Valley because they influence the way people think about technology, politi-
cal change, and economic development. This issue provides a space for such critiques. 
In it, we ask, how do Silicon Valley practices and discourses reflect and produce larger 
cultural and social investments in technology as a tool of empowerment and social 
change? Building on critiques that new media promote slacktivism, monetize personal 
information through surveillance, and produce a disengaged citizenry, the essays in 
this issue combine critical/cultural studies and political economy methodologies to 
address the systematic inequalities, contradictions, and economies that shape the prac-
tices and products of the tech industry. This methodological approach allows for an 
in-depth analysis of technology as an essential part of socioeconomic discourses and 
practices.

As a whole, the issue argues that the ethos of Silicon Valley privileges disruption 
over sustainability, sharing economies over union labor, personalized access over pub-
lic health, data over meaning, and security over freedom. We analyze the ways this 
ethos extends beyond Silicon Valley itself and shapes the way we think about and act 
in regard to labor, security, sexuality, and health. This issue investigates how tech 
industry practices and ideologies bleed into our bodies, fears, and desires. As such, 
technologies themselves, and the way we think about them, constitute the discursive 
practices through which we experience the social, political, and economic conditions 
of everyday life.

Although the authors in the special issue formulate their own unique theoretical per-
spectives, as a whole, the issue is indebted to the work of Fred Turner, Manuel Castells, 
and Tiziana Terranova. In From Counterculture to Cyberculture, Turner (2006) argues 
that Silicon Valley’s culture can be traced back to the 1960s and 1970s and the rise of the 
Whole Earth Network. Founded on Stewart Brand’s 1968 Whole Earth Catalog, the 
countercultural movement described itself as antithetical to the technologies and social 
structures of the cold war state and the defense industry. The Whole Earth Network 
argued that “small-scale technologies”—a term they used to describe things as diverse as 
psychedelic drugs, axes, and strobe lights—would bring people together and allow them 
to rediscover their humanity. As Turner (2006, 4) writes, “If the bureaucracies of indus-
try and government demanded that men and women become psychologically fragmented 
specialists the technology-induced experience of togetherness would allow them to 
become both self-sufficient and whole once again.” At the time, the movement encour-
aged its followers to become what Turner calls the New Communalists—groups of 
young people forming communes that “turned away from political action and toward 
technology and the transformation of consciousness as the primary sources of social 
change” (Turner 2006, 4). It is not hard to see how this mix of libertarian politics and 
digital utopianism became a way of life in Silicon Valley. Today, small-scale technolo-
gies include mobile phones, tablets, and personal computers, and in Valley-speak, 
SoLoMo (social, local, mobile) apps, which are seen as essential to personal empower-
ment and cultural change. Turner’s work helps us to conceptualize the tech industry’s 
discourse as not simply propaganda or advertising, but rather as a deep-seated ideology 
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and belief in the positive power of technology, which permeates throughout U.S. society. 
It also helps us to situate this issue in the historical and cultural geographies of Silicon 
Valley as both a place and as an ethos.

The essays in this issue are built on Manuel Castells’s (2000) observations in The 
Rise of the Network Society of the post–Cold War shift in capitalism away from man-
ufacture-based modes of production and toward a more lithe network of services, 
information, and technologies. This restructuring has been, he explains,

Characterized by greater flexibility in management; decentralization and networking of 
firms both internally and in their relationship to other firms; considerable empowering of 
capital vis-à-vis labor, with the concomitant decline in the influence of labor movements; 
increasing individualization and diversification of working relations . . . [and] intervention 
of the state to deregulate markets selectively, and to undo the welfare state. (Castells 
2000, 1)

According to Castells, the rise of the network society, and with it the tech industry, is 
profoundly tied to the kind of neoliberal economic models that leaders such as Ronald 
Reagan and Margaret Thatcher promoted. Castells’s work is essential to understand 
the emergence of the network as a way of life; essays in this issue contribute to a situ-
ated critique of how practices and discourses of the tech industry, despite their revolu-
tionary rhetoric, contribute to the exploitations and inequalities of the neoliberal global 
economy.

Finally, Tiziana Terranova’s work on network culture helps us conceptualize how 
bodies and identities are constituted by technology practices, geographies, and institu-
tions. As she writes in her book, Network Culture,

The cultural politics of information does not address so much the threat of 
“disembodiment,” or the disappearance of the body, but its microdissection and 
modulation, as it is split and decomposed into segments of variable and adjustable sizes 
(race, gender, sexual preferences; but also income, demographics, cultural preferences 
and interests). (Terranova 2004, 34)

Throughout this issue, the authors grapple with the question of how discursive prac-
tices associated with Silicon Valley shape the cultural modes of such identity catego-
ries as sexuality, gender, and health. Moreover, Terranova’s work on free labor and the 
digital economy is an essential background in our political economy approach to prac-
tices that produce not just a concrete product but a culture as well. Terranova argues 
that “free labor” is an undervalued trait of the cultural economy at large and a force in 
advanced capitalist societies. She argues that the debate about technology cannot be 
reduced to a simple technophobia/technophilia debate, but should rather be a critical 
examination of a complicated relationship between information technologies and sys-
tems of capital.

Throughout this issue, we critically engage with the relationship between the dis-
courses and products that emerge out of Silicon Valley. Through a critical analysis of 
suicide screening technologies, computer vision for detecting pornography, mobile 
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health practices, and location-tracking apps, essays in this issue argue that tech indus-
try practices have paradigm-shifting implications for the way we relate to the world 
and our place in it. We are mindful that what is at stake in the conversation about the 
discourses and products that Silicon Valley creates is the cultural and material realities 
of everyday life. The essays in this collection illuminate two related themes: First, 
Silicon Valley’s promise that technological innovation solves social problems, and 
second, the turn to algorithmic decision making fueled by data collection, aggregation, 
and distribution as a key part of those solutions.

Consumer choices have long been venerated in capitalism, dating back at least to 
the Fordist ideal that consumption helps create the middle class and raise living stan-
dards. What is new about the current moment is that since the 1990s, Silicon Valley 
has promoted a corporate rhetoric and ideology that valorizes consumer choices for 
fueling disruptive innovation. Disruption is portrayed as a strategy that both drives 
technological progress and improves the market by helping to dismantle ossified gov-
ernment regulations and inefficient monopolies, which is said to liberate and empower 
individuals. While creative destruction has always been part of capitalism, Silicon 
Valley’s ethos of disruption casts privatization and individualization as necessary and 
sufficient to ensure the public good.

This issue builds on Evgeny Morozov’s (2014, 5) warnings about the dangers of 
“technical solutionism”:

Recasting all complex social situations either as neatly defined problems with definite, 
computable solutions or as transparent and self-evident processes that can be easily 
optimized—if only the right algorithms are in place!—this quest is likely to have 
unexpected consequences that could eventually cause more damage than the problems 
they seek to address.

Indeed, each article in this issue is concerned with the cultural implications of how 
Silicon Valley offers solutions to the problems that technology and capitalism create. As 
Marina Levina argues, disruption is a buzzword in Silicon Valley that functions as a 
business model that makes technological solutionism a logical consequence of late 
capitalism. She examines the fallacy of consumer choice through mobile health apps—
which are touted in corporate rhetoric as a way to solve the problems in the inefficient 
and costly U.S. health care system—sidestepping calls for regulation, reform, or a 
move to a single-payer system. In his essay, Joshua Reeves studies how literal and 
algorithmic suicide screens are designed to ensure the physical health of factory work-
ers in China and U.S. military employees. He argues that these suicide-prevention 
efforts are understood as efficient technologies that maintain the health and productiv-
ity of the workforce and provide illustration of how the political economy of industrial 
labor exploitation meets the cultural sorting of dangerous (and endangered) subjects. 
Robert Gehl, Lucas Moyer-Horner, and Sarah Yeo also study algorithms that solve 
social problems in their research on the work of computer scientists to design programs 
that filter out the obscene content that appears on the Internet through pornography 
detection systems. They offer a case study of the specific ways these particular 
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algorithms reflect and reinforce gender, racial, and sexual biases. Finally, Amy Hasinoff 
investigates another way that biased and incomplete information is viewed as objective 
by examining how family location-tracking apps position data as meaningful safety 
information. She argues that location-tracking apps, which offer individualized surveil-
lance-based solutions to the issue of child safety, may reinforce unnecessary and prob-
lematic expectations about interpersonal surveillance and anxieties about risk. This 
issue focuses on the unintended consequences of technological and so-called disruptive 
solutions to social problems and the relations of power these solutions uphold.

This issue also explores the implications of turning complex social and emotional 
forms of labor into readily monetized machine labor. As Striphas (2015, 406) warns,

What is at stake in algorithmic culture is the privatization of process: that is, the forms of 
decision-making and contestation that comprise the ongoing struggle to determine the 
values, practices and artifacts—the culture, as it were—of specific social groups.

Delegating tasks like finding pornography (Gehl and coauthors), assessing suicide risk 
(Reeves), ensuring child safety (Hasinoff), and providing access to health care (Levina) 
to machines offers significant gains in efficiency but has a range of problematic effects. 
As Gehl and his coauthors illustrate, computer scientists’ assumptions about gender 
and sexuality are literally encoded into the algorithms they develop to detect porno-
graphic images online. Hasinoff likewise finds that location-tracking apps rely on and 
promote troublesome assumptions about risk and crime, and Reeves finds that suicide 
screens act as technologies for controlling populations. As algorithms sort images as 
pornographic or not, detect if people are suicidal or not, and classify spaces as safe or 
not, it is vital to examine the biases that contribute to these choices. Indeed, many 
scholars have called for more attention to the increasing faith in the supposed truth and 
transparency of big data sets and predictive algorithms (Crawford 2013; Van Dijck 
2014). With this special issue, we encourage critical media studies to pay more atten-
tion to how media technologies sort and generate information and thus reproduce and 
create systems of knowledge and power.
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